
With its no compromise 
approach to adventure driving, 
and 80 years of heritage behind 
it, the Jeep Wrangler Rubicon is 

a clear o� -road winner.
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Seven very di� erent 
vehicles battle it out for 

4X4 Of The Year. 
Only one can win.

WORDS FRASER STRONACH  PHOTOS NATHAN JACOBS
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hat you see here is an 
esoteric collection of 4x4s 

brought together by being 
either new or significantly 
mechanically revised in the 

last year, to determine which is 
the best. That’s why it’s called 
4X4 Of The Year. 

It doesn’t matter that the least 
expensive is $25K and the most expensive 

nearly five times that amount, as this is not a 
comparison test of the type usually conducted 
by 4X4 Australia. Rather, the seven shortlisted  
vehicles are scored against five long-established 
criteria (see p7) by our experienced judging panel 
and by secret ballot. 

The seven shortlisted ‘new’ vehicles are the 
Mercedes-Benz X350d, which just missed the 
release-date cutoff last year so may seem ‘old’ by 
now, the Ssangyong Musso XLV, the Suzuki Jimny 

and the Jeep Wrangler Rubicon. The Mitsubishi 
Triton (new automatic gearbox), the Land Rover 
Discovery (new V6 diesel) and the Nissan Navara 
N-Trek Warrior (re-engineered chassis) fall more 
into the mechanically revised camp, although you 
could argue that the Warrior is a new model, not 
that it matters.

In many ways it’s the year for the traditionalist 
with the Jimny and the Rubicon both having live 
axles at both ends. Given only three such 4x4s are 
currently available as new (the Toyota LandCruiser 
70 being the other), to have two new such models 
in the same year is indeed a fluke. 

Of the remaining five shortlisted vehicles, four 
also have live axles at the back and, in another 
victory for the traditionalists, all but one of the 
seven are separate chassis designs.

Engines of course are a different matter; 
nothing too traditional here. All but one are 
modern and sophisticated diesels, all with turbos, 
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high-pressure common-rail injection and diesel particulate 
filters to meet the latest diesel-emission laws. Some already 
also have selective catalytic reduction via a urea additive 
(AdBlue) to meet future emission laws. All but one also have 
an automatic gearbox. All the seven shortlisted vehicles also 
have sophisticated chassis control electronics mandated by 
law in much the same way as the emission control systems.

The seven shortlisted vehicles originate from six different 
countries: Japan, Germany, South Korea, the UK, USA and, 
one could argue, even Australia. And, in a sign of the times, 
the majority are dual-cab utes.

We did intend to include a new Ram 1500 EcoDiesel, 
another dual-cab, but the test vehicle offer was withdrawn at 
the last minute due to a factory recall for a coolant leak issue.
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VALUE FOR MONEY
What does the vehicle offer against 

what it costs? Expensive vehicles can 
be good value, just as less expensive 

vehicles can be poor value.

BUSHABILITY
How practical is the vehicle 

off sealed roads and far away 
from service centres and what 

aftermarket gear is available for it?

BREAKING NEW 
GROUND 

To what extent does the vehicle 
introduce new and effective 

technology?

DOING THE JOB
How well does the vehicle do the 

job it’s designed to do? A family 4x4 
wagon, for example, isn’t designed to 
do the same job as a 4x4 dual-cab ute.

BUILT TOUGH 
How solid and well-built is the 

vehicle and how will it handle tough 
off-road conditions?
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YOU’LL LOVE THE RUBICON ONCE 
YOU HIT THE TRAILS. HERE 

THE LONG-TRAVEL LIVE-AXLE 
SUSPENSION WORKS A TREAT 
KEEPING THE WHEELS ON THE 

GROUND, AND PROVIDING A SOFT 
AND COMFORTING RIDE.

The JL Wrangler Rubicon 
is only available as a 

four-door with a diesel 
engine and eight-speed 

ZF automatic.
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BACKGROUND
The Jeep Wrangler Rubicon is the latest and ultimate 
embodiment of the go-anywhere spirit and core mechanical 
design of the original and iconic World War II Jeep. The Toyota 
LandCruiser, the Nissan Patrol and Land Rover all owe their 
existence in one way or another to the original WW2 Jeep. 

The latest iteration of the Rubicon – the JL – brings a new 2.2-
litre diesel and a new ZF eight-speed automatic. 

The Rubicon is only available as a four-door and is distinguished 
from ‘lesser’ Wranglers by its impressive off-road arsenal that 
runs to front and rear lockers, deeper low-range gearing, a front 
swaybar disconnect and mud-terrain tyres. 

TOURING
The Rubicon’s diesel engine offers strong off-idle response with 
decent power at high engine speeds. On the road it provides fuss-
free and relatively spritely performance despite the Rubicon’s 
garden-shed aerodynamics and reasonably hefty (over 2200kg 
unladen) weight. This new engine is also notably quiet and smooth 
and is backed by a world’s best-practice eight-speed ZF automatic. 

The chassis is only so-so in terms of on-road dynamic sharpness, 
especially on bumpy roads, but this comes as no surprise given 
it has live axles at both ends and the steering is no doubt 
deliberately made vague on centre to mask the bump steer.

Still, all is not lost. The full-time 4x4 mode gives security of 
power delivery on slippery roads plus the convenience of a set-and-
forget drive mode when road conditions alternate back and forth 
between sealed and gravel and/or wet and dry. And while bumpy-
road dynamics aren’t all that flash, the Rubicon still settles and 
corners well enough on smooth roads, even on its stock muddies.

TRAIL DRIVING
You’ll love the Rubicon once you hit the trails. Here the long-
travel live-axle suspension works a treat keeping the wheels on the 
ground, and providing a soft and comforting ride. And if you want 
it softer and more comfortable again you can decouple the front 
sway bar via a dashboard switch. There’s no need to use the lockers 
unless it gets very gnarly as the off-road tuned electronic traction 
control does such a good job. In low range, leave the ZF auto in 
Drive for perfectly timed auto backshifts on descent without 
resorting to the paddle-shift manual mode.

It’s comforting too knowing that the BF Goodrich Mud-Terrains 
not only provide grip but their light-truck construction and low 
speed-rating means they are less likely to be damaged off-road.

JEEP 
WRANGLER 

RUBICON
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. .SET-PIECE HILL CLIMB
The Rubicon scaled the set-piece hill climb without lockers 
engaged or front swaybar decoupled thanks to the generous 
wheel travel and the electronic traction control. With lockers in 
and front swaybar decoupled, it proved totally effortless. Engine 
braking in descents is superb but ramp-over clearance could be 
better, due in part to the long wheelbase.

CABIN, EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY
The Rubicon’s cabin has a premium feel even if all the leather, as 
well as the heated seats and steering wheel, are part of an options 
pack that adds $4325. We nicknamed the Rubicon the “Reverse 
Tardis” as it feels small on the inside, and is, but more noticeably 
in the rear seat and luggage area rather than up front where the 
driver’s cramped footwell is the only annoyance. 

Tilt and reach steering adjustment and comfortable front seats 

are positives, as is the radar cruise control that can be readily 
switched to manual mode, the big touchscreen, and embedded 
satnav with its notably good off-road mapping.

The Rubicon also comes with plenty of high-end safety kit 
including automatic emergency braking, blindspot monitoring 
and rear cross-traffic alert, but rates three out of five stars under 
the new and tougher ANCAP safety test protocols.

PRACTICALITIES
The Rubicon can’t tow or carry big loads like other 4x4 
wagons but it does have a unique side of its personality 
that other 4x4s can’t match. You can take the roof off and 
the Rubicon becomes an instant ‘beach buggy’, or even an 
on-road convertible, if you wish to think of it in that way. 
And while removing the whole roof takes a bit of effort and a 
couple of people, the two large roof panels above the driver 
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ENGINE
MAXIMUM POWER

MAXIMUM TORQUE
GEARBOX

4X4 SYSTEM
KERB WEIGHT 

GVM
PAYLOAD 

TOWING CAPACITY 
GCM

SEATING CAPACITY
FUEL TANK CAPACITY

ADR FUEL CLAIM 
TEST FUEL USE

EFFECTIVE RANGE 
BASE PRICE 
AS-TESTED

2.2-litre 4-cyl turbo diesel
147kW at 3500rpm
450Nm at 2000rpm
Eight-speed auto
Dual-range full-time (+ 2wd)
2221kg
2630kg
409kg 
2495kg 
4876kg
5
81 litres
7.5L/100km 
12.2L/100km
658km
$68,950 (plus ORC)
$73,275 (plus ORC)

JEEP WRANGLER RUBICON

and passenger can be easily removed to create a part open-air 
driving experience. 

It should also be noted that Australian Rubicons come with 
smaller tyres than US-model Rubicons (255/75R17 versus 
285/70R17) due to the full-time 4x4 drive system using lighter 
duty axles than the US model’s part-time 4x4 system, which may 
compromise fitting a larger wheel/tyre package. 

You would expect nothing less but the Rubicon comes with 
solid front and rear recoveries while the air-intake is mounted 
high, up against the underside of the bonnet.

SUMMARY
The Jeep Wrangler Rubicon is still the ultimate showroom stock 
4x4 when it comes to getting seriously dirty, but it’s now more 
endearing and liveable thanks to its new diesel engine and full-
time 4x4 system.
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As has been the case for many previous 4X4 Of The Year 
events, Day 1 of testing takes place at the Melbourne 4x4 
Training and Proving Ground (melbourne4x4.com.au) at 
Werribee, Victoria, where a range of set tracks and obstacles 
prove to be a great leveller.

The more dedicated 4x4s have the edge here with less 
scrambling on the hills and exuding more aplomb through the 
articulation exercises.

The Werribee River was only flowing at a low level so, like 
most of the river crossings around at present, it was just a 
splash and well within the capability of all the vehicles on test.

Next we braved peak-hour traffic as we skirted outer 
Melbourne and headed to Healesville and Marysville, finally 
finding some gravel roads as we headed through rich forest to 
Cumberland Junction and over the top of the Great Dividing 
Range at Matlock. It was bitterly cold with wind-blasted rain as 
we huddled in a shelter on the crest of the range for lunch. 

We headed to Woods Point and then took Johnson Hill Track 
to cross Gooley Creek (some good camping there) and climbed 
up to meet the Aberfeldy Road on the top of Johnson Hill. 

Dropping off the ridge we wandered down a steep track, 
bounced through a creek and clambered up some scrabbly 
rocky steps where the Musso needed just a little extra care to 
get through without any body damage. 

Perched on a knoll, just above the confluence of the 
Aberfeldy River and Donnelly Creek, we came to Junction Hut 
where we threw down swags inside the confines of the hut or 
outside on the partially sheltered verandas. 

The following day dawned with a blue sky and the promise 
of better weather. We waded across the shallow Aberfeldy 
River and climbed the hill to the Donnelly Creek track 
junction. The track almost immediately drops to the first 
crossing of the creek itself, then runs parallel to the creek, 
crossing it on a few occasions before reaching Store Point. Here 

AS WITH ANY BUSH TRIP 
THE WORST PART IS 

GETTING OUT OF THE 
CITY … AND SO IT WAS 
WITH THE 4X4 OF THE 

YEAR CREW.
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we swapped vehicles, as we do each and every hour or so on 
these extended multi-vehicle tests. 

We then climbed the hills through a couple of tight 
switchbacks to the top of the range and Springs Road. While all 
the contenders handled the conditions pretty easily, the Jeep 
and Disco were leading the pack by this stage.

We turned onto Black Range Track and descended through 
ever-changing bands of vegetation that offered glimpses of 
views across to Gable End and Mt Wellington which, at 1634m, 
is one of the highest peaks in the area. We turned onto the 
Cheynes Bridge Track which brought us out onto the black 
top of the Licola Road near the crossing of the beautiful 
Macalister River.

We pulled into the hamlet of Licola (licola.org.au) for fuel 
and lunch then headed up the main road, losing the bitumen as 
we crossed the last bridge over the Macalister River and began 
the long, winding and corner-corrugated climb to Arbuckle 

Junction. Taking the well-maintained Moroka Road eastwards, 
we pulled up at Horseyard Hut for the night.

As we clambered out of ice-covered swags to welcome the 
new day, the campfire was the favoured spot to begin the 
morning’s proceedings. Starting on Marathon Road we turned 
onto the Castle Hill Track before veering onto the lesser-used 
McDonald Gap Track for the long, steep and rough descent to 
the main Dargo Road.

Our lunch stop was in Dargo before we headed out on Jones 
Road and then took the Birregun Road where we stopped at 
the crest of Mt Birregun. From here we headed along Upper 
Livingstone Road into Omeo before our our overnight camp in 
the Victoria Falls Historic Area.

The next morning we cruised across the top of Mt Hotham 
and down the long winding road to Bright where we refuelled. 
Dusty and a little weather worn, we all turned our respective 
ways for home, some to Melbourne and others up to Sydney.
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ALL SEVEN vehicles completed the 
week-long on- and off-road test without 
any mechanical problems, the Ssangyong’s 
front and rear bumper being the only 
casualties. There was no tyre damage 
either, which is somewhat of a miracle 
given the showroom tyres fitted to the 
Ssangyong Musso and more so to the 
Mercedes-Benz X350d.
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ONCE THE DUST SETTLED AND THE JUDGES 
TALLIED UP THEIR SCORES, THIS IS HOW THE 

SEVEN SHORTLISTED VEHICLES FARED.

7TH  PLACE
MERCEDES-BENZ X350D
This is Mercedes-Benz’s best shot at making a decent ute out of Nissan’s lukewarm D23 Navara, 
but a ground-up Mercedes-Benz design would surely be better. Judge Ged Bulmer summed it up 
best when he said: “X-Class finally gets the engine it deserves, but even the muscular turbo-diesel 
V6 and strong safety story isn’t enough to haul back the price penalty imposed by the three-
pointed star on its grille.”

6TH  PLACE
MITSUBISHI TRITON
This is a ute that does nothing wrong but nothing too brilliantly either, although it does offer the 
convenience and safety of full-time 4x4, something that most utes don’t do. If you’re not after a 
boofy, heavy-duty dual-cab, the Triton offers much given its near bargain-basement pricing.
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*OUT OF A POSSIBLE TOTAL OF 350.
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JUDGES’ TOTAL SCORES* 

5TH  PLACE
SSANGYONG MUSSO XLV
Odd-looking dual-cab it may be with its plus-size tray, but the Musso is the most impressive 
vehicle here in terms of performing above and beyond expectations. Ron Moon, the most critical 
and hard-to-please of all our judges said of the Musso: “So surprisingly good I could easily live 
with this large dual-cab,”

4TH  PLACE
NISSAN NAVARA N-TREK WARRIOR
The name might be a mouthful but the end result is very tasty. This locally engineered take on the 
Navara looks good and works even better. As judge and editor Matt Raudonikis said: “Premcar 
has done a stellar job on the Navara. Nissan had three stabs at getting the suspension right but it 
took Premcar to do the job.”

2ND  PLACE
SUZUKI JIMNY
The Suzuki Jimny might not be the 4x4 you want for a long highway drive but that’s about the only 
place you won’t be happy driving it. Judge Dave Morley hit it on the head when he said: “I love the 
way this thing brings four-wheel-driving back to reality price-wise. Good fun, and more capable 
than I imagined.” 

3RD  PLACE
LAND ROVER DISCOVERY SD6
Judge Dean Mellor summed up the Discovery Sd6 when he said: “There’s no doubt that with its 
new bi-turbo-diesel-V6 engine the Discovery is one of the best performing on- and off-road 4x4 
wagons money can buy … but at $100K you’ll need a lot of it to get behind the wheel.” 

Jeep Wrangler Rubicon    246

Suzuki Jimny    244

Land Rover Discovery Sd6   238

Nissan Navara N-Trek Warrior   232

Ssangyong Musso XLV   225

Mitsubishi Triton     224

Mercedes Benz X350d   211
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JEEP WRANGLER 
RUBICON

It’s more than fitting that the Jeep Wrangler Rubicon climbs to the top level of the podium here 
and not just for what it does. It’s what the Rubicon represents in terms of 4x4 history and its 
impeccable bloodline back to where the 4x4 world as we know it today all begun. Hats off to 
Jeep for sticking to the basic 4x4 design principles of a separate chassis and front and rear 

live-axle suspension when other 4x4 manufacturers have turned their back on this old-school 
approach, which is still the best way to build a serious 4x4. 

Please create logo as per this one, White lettering, yellow X!
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F YOU, like many people, think that 
the JL Jeep Wrangler looks just like 
the old JK Wrangler you’re not far 
from the truth. It takes a Jeep nerd to 

spot the visual differences, but the real 
improvements to the newer model really 
lie under the skin. 

The JL is the best on-road driving and 
most refined Wrangler in Jeep history. 
Much of the JL’s improved on-road 
manners stem from revisions to the chassis 
and reductions in body weight thanks 
to the use of aluminium for some of the 
hanging panels. This not only makes it 
better to drive, but less weight is good for 
fuel economy too.

In fact, for this last month where we 

covered 2101km of commuting and 
touring, the Rubicon has averaged a 
smidge under 11L/100km. That’s damn 
impressive for a 4x4 wagon that is still 
shaped like a breeze block and rides on 
mud-terrain tyres. No doubt this is helped 
by the sweet new 2.2L diesel engine and 
eight-speed auto transmission that are 
both new to the JL.

The on-road drive has improved, but 
unless you’re accustomed to driving 
vehicles with heavy live-axles both front 
and rear, a high centre of gravity, and on 
knobbly mud-terrain tyres, you might 
think the Wrangler is the worst handling 
car you’ve ever driven. At highways speeds 
you really want to keep your hands on 

the wheel as the steering is slow and the 
Jeep likes to wander in its lanes. High 
crosswinds really knock it about too, but 
such is the price you pay with a design 
that prioritises off-road ability over 
highway driving. It’s not a bad thing but 
it keeps you on your toes and you’ll never 
get bored driving a Jeep Wrangler on or 
off the highway.

If you’ve spent time behind the wheel 
of a JK Wrangler you’ll really notice the 
refinement in the new model, particularly 
in the top-spec Rubicon like ours, as 
well as the mid-spec Overland model. 
With lots of leather covering the seats 
and dashboard, soft touchpoints on the 
controls and surfaces around the cabin, 

JL WRANGLER IMPROVEMENTS STAND OUT IN OUR LONG-TERM RUBICON.

RELATIVE REFINEMENT

2019 JEEP JL 
WRANGLER RUBICON

4X4 SHED DATE ACQUIRED: JULY 2019
PRICE: $73,275
KM SINCE LAST UPDATE: 2101KM 
AV FUEL: 10.97L/100KM  

KM0 0 5 2 2 8 9
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Lots of leather, soft 
touchpoints and 
heated seats (below).

and improved sound insulation to keep 
the NVH levels down, the inside of the 
JL is a much nicer place to ride in than 
Wranglers past.

Again, the new 2.2L diesel helps here as 
it’s a much smoother and quieter engine 
than the old VM 2.8L engine it replaces. 
It’s a real shame that you need to fork out 
for the top-spec Rubicon to get this sweet 
little engine in a Wrangler.

We were able to experience the 
improved characteristics of the Jeep in 
the past month with weekend getaways to 
regional areas of Victoria; no serious off-
roading but nice touring roads and gravel 
tracks. The more comfortable interior with 
its great sound system, Apple CarPlay 
and heated seats were much appreciated, 
especially the seats on those sub-zero 
winter mornings out in the hills. 

Despite its newfound comforts the 
Rubicon still has the feel of a traditional 
off-road vehicle; it’s still a true Jeep. 
The windscreen might be angled back 
a bit more than before to improve 

aerodynamics, but it’s still broad and flat, 
offering a good view of the track ahead, 
and you can still fold it down flat on the 
bonnet if you want to. The switches for 
the power door windows are still located 
down in the centre stack instead of on 
the doors, so that you can remove the 
doors altogether if you like; although, 
check with the local regulators before you 
go driving around doorless, as some in 
authority frown on this sort of behaviour. 

The Rubicon now has an all-wheel drive 
‘Auto’ setting in its transfer case as well 
as the familiar 2WD, 4x4 high and 4x4 
low settings, and this Auto setting was all 
that we needed for the gravel tracks and 
wet, grassy paddocks we traversed. It is 
also handy on wet roads for added safety 
and you don’t have to remember to switch 
back to 2WD on sealed dry roads. There’s 
nothing to stop you leaving it in Auto 4x4 
for all your regular motoring.

Now we just need to find some more 
time to get our Rubicon out on some 
tougher tracks! 
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Jeep® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC. 

The Wrangler 
you’ve always 

wanted.
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